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CHARACTERISTICS
Creating real difference

Again, from the very beginning there was a clear concept that 

Vathorst, on many levels, should be a ‘world of difference’. Not only 

in flexibility of planning, in introducing environmental standards, 

but also in real efforts to let a new community spirit flourish and 

create an exciting variety in architecture between the different 

sections of Vathorst. Everybody agrees that this variety has been 

realized in the most outstanding way. And every research among 

the Vathorst residents shows that the people identify with their 

specific section of Vathorst: whether it is De Laak, De Velden or 

De Bron. In different words: these sections attract separate target 

groups who value their own section more than the others! Where 

De Velden is dominated by trees and more traditional gardens 

and parks and architecture, De Laak is dominated by canals and a 

much more urban ‘stony’ style. De Bron at last will be the centre of 

Vathorst dominated by a huge pond, flanked by a meadow, a spot 

where the people of Vathorst come together and where a lot of 

activities will take place.

PERCEPTION
Balance between individuality and community

Consumers more and more want to have ‘their own spot’, 

recognizable different from the neighbouring houses and 

away from standardized blocks. In Vathorst this trend is already 

anticipated in the late nineties and therefore Vathorst, now, 

can fully meet the need for individual expression. The Dutch 

journalist Bernard Hulsman (NRC Handelsblad) even proclaimed 

that Vathorst has helped by shaping a new kind of citizen, ‘more 

active, more enterprising and more realistic’ than before. And 

demanding services that are open to ‘own initiatives’. At the same 

time (paradoxically?) we scanned a vital longing for experiencing 

a community spirit, which translates into sometimes planned, 

sometimes unplanned gatherings in usual and unusual places, 

like the big Ikea store that has become a meeting plaza for 

young people. To encourage this community spirit we, as OBV, are 

increasingly helpful to facilitate the residents by connecting them 

in different fields. 

“Vathorst is a fascinating playground of opinions by 
designers, building companies, policy makers and, partly, 
by the residents themselves.”

Marinus Oostenbrink, member quality team Vathorst    

“Extraordinary how Vathorst successfully created 
separate spheres of living and, at the same time, 
was able to let flourish a shared feeling of destiny 

among the residents so quickly.”      
      
Nicholas Falk, Director URBED London

INGREDIENTS FOR SUCCESS

a m E R S F O O R T  -  T h E  N E T h E R l a N D S

Vathorst A ‘world of difference’close to city centre

PLANNING
Building  from 2002 - 2020

HOUSING
Number of dwellings  ±10,000
Number of residents  ±30,000
De Velden  ± 4,400 dwellings
De Laak  ± 4,000 dwellings
De Bron  ± 1,600 dwellings

AMENITIES
Main Shopping Centre  18,000 m2 
Local Shop Centre  3,500 m2 
Health Care Centres  2
Library  1
Theatre  2
Catering establishments  5-10

EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS
Primary Schools  5-6
Secondary Education  1
Agrarian College  1

SPORTS AND RECREATION
Football Pitches  ±10
Tennis courts  ±10
Hockey Pitches   2
Skate Parc  1
Gym  1

INFRASTRUCTURE*
Bicycle Lanes  ± 9.32 miles
Bus Lanes  ± 2.80 miles
Railway Station  1
Connection with A1  1
Connection with A28  1

EMPLOYMENT
Office  130,000 m2

Business Park  300,000 m2

*and several other connections to local infrastructure
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T H E  N E T H E R L A N D S

It’s all about priorities
Understanding Vathorst is all about understanding The Netherlands. By 

introducing the VINEX-paper in 1993, the Dutch government very clearly 

pointed to their priorities in dealing with the growing population. The four 

main purposes of VINEX were: (1) trying to enlarge existing shopping- and 

service centres, so that they are used more frequently and their ‘efficiency’ 

will rise. Thereby (2) diminishing the pressure for young people to move 

outside the Dutch cities. And (3) protect the remaining ‘open spaces’ in the 

Dutch landscape (specially green areas) by building programs close to city 

centre. These new close-to-city-districts (4) will have a filling effect on the 

need for transport by car and makes distances attractive for walking or 

biking. 

When you look at Vathorst and think about these VINEX-priorities, you not 

only will understand the shape and ambitions of Vathorst much better. 

You also will recognize how Vathorst fits into the very important context 

of ‘quality building in a populated environment’. “How is it possible that such a small country can built so much 

quality in such a short time?”

Prof. Peter Hall, University College London

Facilities in Vathorst

REALISATION
Combining planning and creativity

From the very first moment it was the intention that Vathorst would be built by a so called ‘PPS-

joint venture’ (OBV), in which local authority and private enterprise should work closely together. 

The primary goal of this venture was to combine the structural need for urban planning and 

reaching the policy goals (VINEX) on the one hand, and the necessity to create an inspirational 

and attractive district for young and demanding people on the other hand. Through intelligent 

decision making, with all parties involved, Vathorst has become a district where quality of living, 

variety in architecture, environmental consciousness and logistic excellence has had a chance to 

establish itself. Many foreign professionals want to know this recipe for success, but it’s hard to 

explain what it is that we, the Dutch, call the ‘poldermodel’: an elaborate way to meet and consult 

the different parties and keeps everybody involved a (sometimes complex) process. “Nowhere in the world we’ve experienced that designs for public spaces were adapted, 
commented and technically made feasible as quickly as in Vathorst.”

Edzo Bindels, townplanning officer with West8    

By watching Vathorst you are joining a prolific group of international 

architects, city planners, policy makers and (potential) inhabitants 

from all over the world. They were attracted to the sheer quality 

of the Vathorst district. And to the way it succeeded in bringing 

government, local authority and private enterprise together in this 

unique project close to city centre.  
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